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Abstract
The Level of Service Inventory-Ontario Revision (LSI-OR) is used as a risk/need as-
sessment tool to classify, manage, and treat the offender population so that they receive
supportive services consistent with their custodial needs. This thesis adopts a machine
learning approach employing the Na¨ıve Bayes technique as an alternative to the LSI-OR.
The study was conducted on a group of (72725) offenders with different races and includes
males (82.62%) and females (17.38%). Participants were monitored for two years to collect
recidivism information. A basic analysis of the dataset revealed that 1) 83.18% of population
used a unique pattern to answer 43 LSI-OR items, 2) the total LSI-OR scores in the entire
population and also in male and female population followed two beta distribution functions,
one for each recidivism class, and 3) the recidivism rate was approximated by a normal
distribution function.
It was shown that the Na¨ıve Bayes classifier can be considered as an extended LSI-OR
classifier that accepts multiple continuous and discrete features as input. In other words, the
Na¨ıve Bayes classifier provides a simple framework for studying the effect of distinct features
on classification efficiency and accuracy.
The results of running the Na¨ıve Bayes classifier with various input features revealed that
the Na¨ıve Bayes classifier presented better performance than the LSI-OR. However, there
was no obvious trend in the accuracies predicted by both models to indicate the superiority
of one model over the other.
The only feature whose value could be treated as a continuous variable was the LSI-OR
score. Many models were created based on continuous and discrete LSI-OR scores producing
either the same performance and mean accuracy or slightly better.
The dataset contained many features that are never used by the LSI-OR assessment for
instance, the offence severity. A model was built at each index of offence severity based on
LSI-OR scores and 43 LSI-OR items as input features. The results of running the experiment
indicate that considering 43 LSI-OR items gives more stable results in terms of accuracy than
the LSI-OR scores.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
In Canada, the federal and provincial governments share the administration of adult
correctional services, including secure and safe housing, effective correctional settings that
properly meet offenders programming needs, and so on; e.g., 139337 adult offenders have
been supervised in provincial/territorial or federal correctional services in 2013/2014 [1]. The
federal government has jurisdiction the sentencing of over adult offenders (18 years and older)
to a term of two years or more, whereas the jurisdiction over other offenders receiving shorter
sentences is given to the provincial/territorial government [2]. The justice system in Canada
supervises adult offenders from diverse races, genders, and backgrounds. Hence, proposing a
correctional program or treatment that considers the individual differences among offenders
and protects the general public after their release is not an easy task.
To this end, a variety of assessment tools need to be used by correctional services to
classify, manage, and treat the offenders population so that they receive supportive services
consistent with their custodial needs. One of the assessment tools in use and empirically
tested today is the Level of Service Inventory (LSI). The LSI system has been employed
by many correctional agencies, and many studies have been done to estimate the predictive
and preventive validity of LSI across various offenders groups [3, 4, 5, 6]. The LSI tool is
a risk assessment instrument based on social learning and was developed by two Canadian
psychologists Don Andrews and James Bonta in early 1980s [7]. In 1990, a revised version
of the LSI called LSI-R was released. Roughly speaking, there have been several generations
of risk assessment [8]. The first-generation assessment relied mostly on clinical judgment.
In the second generation of risk assessment, a static risk factor played the main role in the
determination of offender risk. The third generation of assessment tools considers both static
and dynamic risk factors; for instance, the LSI is an example of third-generation assessment
tool. A reduced version of the LSI, known as the LSI Ontario revision (LSI-OR), that has
fewer items than the original LSI, is currently used in Ontario provincial corrections [9].
The original LSI-R assessment has 54 items scored as either Yes or No on a scale 0 to
3 and grouped into 10 domains as follows (the number of items in each domain is given in
parentheses): criminal history (10), education/employment (10), financial (2), family/mar-
ital (4), accommodation (3), leisure/recreation (2), companions (5), alcohol/drug problems
(9), emotional/personal (5), and attitudes/orientation (4) [10].
In the LSI-OR version, the number of items is reduced from 54 to 43, and each item
is scored by 0 or 1 corresponding to No or Yes answers, respectively. In this version, the
lowest achievable score is 0 and the highest is 43. In the general risk/need factors section
of the LSI-OR system, 43 components referring to the background and characteristics of an
1
offender are considered. The 43 items are classified in 8 categories as follows: criminal history
(8), education/employment (9), family/marital (4), leisure/recreation (2), companions (4),
procriminal attitude/orientation (4), substance abuse (8), and antisocial pattern (4). Finally,
the total score, which is the sum of the scores of each item, is organized in five risk levels as
given in Table 1.1.
Table 1.1: Five risk levels in LSI-OR.
Very low (VL) Low (L) Medium (M) High (H) Very high (VH)
Score range 0− 4 5− 10 11− 19 20− 29 30− 43
According to the ministry of community safety and correctional services policy, an LSI-
OR assessment is required for all adult inmates who received sentences of at least one month
in custody [11]. The result of the LSI-OR assessment (or LSI-OR score) is employed for
prediction of recidivism regardless of race or gender and is used for obtaining information
relating to offender needs. In fact, the LSI-OR score is the only factor considered in the
LSI-OR assessment.
There are a number of factors (or features), such as the 43 LSI-OR items, age, race, and
gender, that could be considered in the LSI-OR prediction method. Hence, a new version
of LSI-OR or a new classification method other than LSI-OR would be needed to support
multiple features. Moreover, it may be desirable that the new method produce the same
results as LSI-OR when the number of features is cut down to one.1 It is proven in Chapter
2 that the Na¨ıve Bayes classifier (NB classifier) as a machine learning classifier satisfies
above conditions. Therefore, this study is aimed at presenting and testing the NB classifier
as an alternative to the LSI-OR, employing various continuous and discrete input features.
Additionally, depending on input features, various classification models based on the NB
classifier with distinct accuracies were built. The outline of this work is as follows.
Chapter 2 includes a summary of NB classifier and performance measures. In Section
2.1, the Bayes rule is illustrated. In Section 2.2, the theory of NB classifier is briefly dis-
cussed, and then it is shown that under certain circumstances the LSI-OR method and NB
classifier give the same results. In Section 2.3, two methods of testing are introduced that
are applied to evaluate the accuracy and performance of the NB and LSI-OR models and the
effectiveness of input features. In Section 2.4, the definition of expectation value for both
continuous and discrete random variables is given. In Section 2.5, the confusion matrix and
other performance measures such as sensitivity, specificity, recall, precision, F-measure, and
receiver operating characteristic curve are briefly presented. In Section 2.6, a summary of
input features used in the NB classifier and extracted from the dataset is given.
Chapter 3 contains the results and discussion. This chapter is divided into three sections.
In the introductory section of this chapter, basic information about the dataset is provided,
including the determination of 8-sub patterns assigned to each offender. In Section 3.1,
density distribution functions of the dataset and the dataset grouped into females and males
are given. In Section 3.2, the results of employing the NB classifier are presented, and in
some cases the results of NB classifier are compared with the results of LSI-OR method.
Chapter 4 provides conclusions and future possible research directions. Appendices A, B,
1This is the main reason why the the Na¨ıve Bayes classifier is prefered over other classification techniques
such as neural networks, support vector machines, and so on.
2
C, D, E, and F contain tables, figures, supporting materials, and other ancillary information.
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Chapter 2
Na¨ıve Bayes Classifier
There are many classification techniques such as, support vector machines (SVM), k-
nearest neighbor (kNN), NB classifier, and so on that can be applied to classify a dataset
into distinct groups. In this work, the NB classifier as a classification algorithm is employed
to analyze the dataset. The NB classifier is fast, simple, and easy to implement, and is used
in many different fields [12, 13].
It is shown later in this chapter that the LSI-OR method is a NB classifier only accepting,
the total score classified in five risk levels (VL, L, M, H, and VH)1 as an input feature. Indeed,
there are a number of possible features that can affect the accuracy of the LSI-OR method.
However, according to the LSI-OR assessment as a prediction tool, a prediction is performed
based on employing one discrete feature. Hence, it is possible to support multiple features
in the LSI-OR if one uses an extended version of the LSI-OR or the NB classifier.
In the first part of this chapter, the main focus is on the concept of the NB classifier and
performance measures. In the second part of this chapter, a summary of input features used
in the NB classifier is provided.
2.1 The Bayes rule
According to the Bayes rule, the joint probability of two events A and B (P (A,B)) is given
by
P (A,B) = P (A|B)P (B) = P (B|A)P (A), (2.1)
where P (A|B) and P (B|A) are the conditional probability of A given B and the conditional
probability of B given A, respectively. A more familiar form of equation (2.1) is
P (A|B) = P (B|A)P (A)
P (B)
, (2.2)
where P (A|B) is the posterior probability, P (B|A) is the likelihood, and P (A) is the prior
probability.
1It is possible to use the total scores 0, 1, . . . , and 43 without considering five risk levels.
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2.2 Na¨ıve Bayes classifier
NB classifier is a probabilistic classifier employing Bayes rule (2.1) and assuming that for a
given class attribute (c), the features (F=(f1, . . . , fk)) are independent of each other, or in
other words, they have independent distributions2. Mathematically,
P (F|c) = P (f1|c) . . . P (fk|c). (2.3)
Let D = [D1,D2, . . .Dk] be a vector of features and C = {c1, c2, . . . , cm} be the target class
with m discrete values (m > 1). The probability of certain features being in a certain class
say C = {ci} is given by P (C = ci|D), and it can be calculated from the (2.1) as follows
P (ci|D) = P (D|ci)
P (D) P (ci), (2.4)
where P (D|ci) = P (D1|ci)P (D2|ci) . . . P (Dk|ci) =
k∏
l=1
P (Dl|ci). P (D) is a scaling factor and
can be ignored. Applying the maximum a posteriori estimation principle (MAP)[15] to (2.4)
gives3
Yˆ = argmax
i∈{1,...,m}
k∏
l=1
P (Dl|ci)P (ci), (2.5)
where Yˆ ∈ C = {c1, . . . cm}.
In a continuous situation4, when one or more features follow a distribution function like
Q(µ, σ2, X)5, the conditional probability becomes
P (D0|C = {c}) = Q(µc, σ2c , X = x0), (2.6)
where x0 ∈ D0 and (µc, σ2c ) are respectively the average and variance of X values, associated
with class c.
It can be shown that in a simple case where just one feature and one class exist, the NB
classifier and LSI-OR method produce the same results. To show this, let us assume that the
number of records in the dataset is N0, and the dataset has two fields. The feature field (D)
is a vector with the length of N0, where each element is one of five distinct values given by
{d1=VL, d2=L, d3=M, d4=H, d5=VH}6. The class field (C) is a vector with N0 components
2The correlation among LSI-OR features is discussed in [14]. We note that LSI is an assessment tool, as
opposed to a survey, so there is no need to have redundancy between questions.
3e.g., argmax y(x) = 4− (x− 1)2 is x = 1, because ymax|x=1 = 4.
4Some features are random variables (e.g., X).
5This form is used for a normal distribution function. For a beta distribution function with two shape
parameters a and b, the functional form becomes Q(a, b,X).
6Five risk levels.
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and has two unique values of {c1, c2}. Starting from equation (2.4) and ignoring P (D) gives
P (ci|dj) ∼ P (dj|ci).P (ci),
=
Ndjci
Nci
.
Nci
N0 ,
=
Ndjci
Ndj
.
Ndj
N0 , (2.7)
where Ndjci is the total number of dj being in class ci , Nci is the total number of ci , and
Ndj is the total number of dj.
Now, the problem can be simplified by setting i = 1, 2 and considering a special case j = 1.
Hence, (2.7) becomes
P (c1|d1) = Nd1c1
Nd1︸ ︷︷ ︸
p
.
Nd1
N0 , (2.8)
P (c2|d1) = Nd1c2
Nd1︸ ︷︷ ︸
q
.
Nd1
N0 , (2.9)
where p+ q = 1. According to the NB classifier, the d1 is in class c1
7 if
P (c1|d1) > P (c2|d1)→ p > q → p > 1
2
. (2.10)
Recall that in the LSI-OR assessment, offenders are classified in five risk levels {VL, L, M,
H, VH}, and an offender in a particular risk level most likely recidivates if the recidivism
rate defined by8
p =
the number of offenders in particular risk level who recidivate
total number of offenders in particular risk level
=
Nd1c1
Nd1
, (2.11)
is higher than 50% (p > 1
2
). Thus, by comparing (2.10) and (2.11), one can see that both
NB and LSI-OR give same results.
2.3 Model evaluation
In general, the performance and accuracy of a model can be checked in various ways. In the
following section, two methods of simple split and k-fold validation employed in this work
as evaluation methods are briefly reviewed.
7A similar argument can be used for class c2.
8A general definition for the recidivism rate is given in Section 2.6.
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2.3.1 Simple split
In this case, the dataset is split into two groups of training and test sets. Usually, around
66% of dataset is randomly chosen and is devoted for training the classifier, and the rest 34%
is considered for testing purposes [16]. The error rate of model is calculated by comparing
the estimated value Yˆpredict and the test value Ytest. Hence, the error rate becomes
E(error rate) = the number of misclassifications
the total number of test cases
,
=
∑N
i=1 I(Yˆpredict,Ytest)
N
, (2.12)
where I(Yˆpredict,Ytest) = 1 if Yˆpredict 6= Ytest otherwise I(Yˆpredict,Ytest) = 0.
2.3.2 k-fold validation
In this method [17], the original dataset is grouped into k equal sized subgroups, of which
k − 1 groups are used for training and 1 group is used for testing. The k-fold process is
repeated k times, and then, the average of error rates is calculated employing the equation
(2.12) as follows,
E¯(average error) =
∑k
i=1 Ei
k
. (2.13)
The accuracy of a model (A) can be obtained by subtracting the error rate from 1 or
A = 1− E .
2.4 Expectation value
The expectation value of a discrete random variable X = (x1, . . . , xM) with M distinct values
is defined by
E(X) =
M∑
i=1
xifi, (2.14)
where ni is the number of xi, fi =
ni
N
is the frequency of xi, and N =
∑M
k=1 nk. For a
continuous random variable X, the expectation value becomes
E(X) =
∫ +∞
−∞
xQ(x)dx, (2.15)
where Q(x) is the probability density function.
2.5 Confusion matrix
The performance of a classifier can be visualized and examined by a matrix known as the
confusion matrix [18, 17]. The rows and columns of the confusion matrix present observed
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and predicted class labels, respectively. The confusion matrix for a class feature with two
unique values of 1 and 0 is
where 1 ≡ Positive, 0 ≡ Negative, true positive (TP) is the number of testing instances
being in class 1 that are correctly predicted to be in class 1, false negative (FN) is the
number of testing instances being in class 1 that are incorrectly predicted to be in class 0,
true negative (TN) is the number of testing instances being in class 0 that are correctly
predicted to be in class 0, and false positive (FP) is the number of testing instances being
in class 0 that are incorrectly predicted to be in class 1. Using the confusion matrix, one
can easily obtain the accuracy and some other performance measures such as, sensitivity,
specificity, recall, precision, F-measure, and receiver operating characteristic curve in terms
of the entities of the confusion matrix as follows.
2.5.1 Accuracy (A)
The accuracy of a model in terms of confusion matrix elements is defined by the following
formula
A = TP + TN
TP + TN + FP + FN
, (2.16)
where the numerator is the total number of correctly predicted 0s and 1s, and the denomi-
nator is the total number of instances.
2.5.2 Sensitivity and specificity
The sensitivity or true positive rate (TPR) (or recall) and specificity or true negative rate
(TNR) are defined by
TPR =
TP
TP + FN
, TNR =
TN
TN + FP
. (2.17)
Having sensitivity and specificity, false positive rate (FPR) and false negative rate (FNR)
become
FPR = 1− specificity, FNR = 1− sensitivity. (2.18)
2.5.3 Precision
Precision (P) or the percentage of correctly predicated 1s is defined by the following formula,
P =
TP
TP + FP
. (2.19)
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2.5.4 F-Measure
The F-Measure or in other words the harmonic mean of precision (P) and recall (R)[19] is
given by
F = (1 + β2)
P ·R
β2P + R
, (2.20)
where β ∈ (0,+∞] is applied to control the relative weight designated to R and P. In this
study it was assumed that β = 1.
2.5.5 Receiver operating characteristics curve
A receiver operating characteristics curve (ROC curve) is a two-dimensional curve with two
coordinates (FPR, TPR). It has TPR (sensitivity) as its vertical axis and FPR (1-specificity)
as its horizontal axis [20, 21]. Both axes range from 0 to 1. Some special points in a typical
ROC curve are as follows. The origin (FPR=0, TPR=0) ⇒ TP = 0 and FP = 0 : all
negative instances (0s) are predicted, the top left corner (FPR=0, TPR=1) ⇒ FP = 0 and
FN = 0 : all instances are correctly predicted, the bottom right corner (FPR=1, TPR=0)
⇒ TP = 0 and TN = 0 : all instances are wrongly predicted, and (FPR=1, TPR=1)⇒ FN
= 0 and TN = 0 : all positives instances (1s) are predicted.
The ROC curve is used to compare the performance of various classifiers by considering the
area under the curve (AUC) or more precisely the area between the curve and the FPR-axis.
For non-intersecting curves, the AUC is proportional to the performance of classifiers. For
instance, in Figure 2.1 the ROC curves are plotted for four classifiers. The best and worst
performances belong to D and A, respectively (AUC
D
>AUC
C
>AUC
B
>AUC
A
).
Figure 2.1: ROC curves for various classifiers. A higher AUC results a higher per-
formance.
In this study, the confusion matrix and other performance measures are used as comparison
tools to evaluate the performance of NB and LSI-OR classifiers over the dataset.
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2.6 Dataset
It was mentioned in Chapter 1 that the LSI-OR assessment is required for all adult inmates,
and it also was stated that the result of LSI-OR assessment serves as a prediction tool to
obtain information relating to offender needs. In the prediction part, the data analysis is
mainly focused on 48 extracted fields from the dataset and utilized in this work as follows
(the number of fields is given in parentheses).
 LSI-OR items (43)
43 fields, the LSI-OR items (A1, A2, . . . A43), are used as input features for NB classifier.
Indeed, the NB classifier performs a prediction based on considering the effect of each
LSI-OR item.
 Total LSI-OR score (1)
As an input feature of the NB classifier, a total LSI-OR score (or simply total score) is
assigned to each offender given by equation (2.21), and the total score is calculated based
on the score of 43 items in the LSI-OR assessment. Recalling that the total score is the
only feature utilized by the LSI-OR to predict recidivism.
LSI-OR score =
43∑
q=1
Aq ∈
{
0, 1, . . . , 43
}
. (2.21)
The minimum and maximum values of total score are 0 and 43, respectively, and each
element A1, A2, . . . A43 in the dataset is scored as either 0 or 1. Basically, the total score is
an integer; however, in some cases, such as obtaining the distribution function of dataset,
the total score is treated as a continuous variable changing from 0 to 43.
It was stated in Chapter 1 that for each question in the LSI-OR items there are two
possibilities of either the answer is Yes (1) or No (0). Hence, there are 243 ways to
answer all 43 questions. In general, the number of ways of answering N questions Q =
{Q1, Q2, . . . QN} having a certain total score k is given by
Nk =
(
N
k
)
=
N !
(N − k)!k! , (2.22)
where
∑N
i=1Qi = k and
∑N
k=1Nk = 2N . For instance, for N = 43 the Nk is shown in
Figure 2.2.
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Figure 2.2: The number of ways of answering 43 questions (Nk) with a total score of
k ∈ {0, 1, 2, . . . , 43}. The maximum values occur at k = 21 and k = 22.
Mathematically speaking, the total score can be treated either as a whole pattern of 0s
or 1s or as 8-sub patterns of 0s or 1s (Figure 2.3).9 In each case, a certain number of
participants answers the LSI-OR items in a unique way or, in other words, use a unique
pattern (UP). The remaining offenders just repeat the UPs.
Figure 2.3: The 8-sub patterns of total LSI-OR score.
In addition, there is a possibility of grouping the dataset in five risk levels as well rather
than considering each total score. In this case, the total scores satisfy the following
condition
LSI-OR score =
43∑
q=1
Aq ∈
{
VL,L,M,H,VH
}
. (2.23)
Furthermore, it is possible to consider the total score as a continuous random variable
varying between 0 and 43. Thus, two distribution functions, one for each class attribute,
are needed to obtain the probability of getting a certain total score.
 Status of recidivism (1 field)
Recidivism refers to a person’s regression into criminal activity, after the person has served
time for a previous crime. The status of recidivism is recorded for each offender in the
dataset with a given values of 0 (not occurred or R = 0) or 1 (occurred or R = 1). This is
the only class feature used in the NB classifier to classify inmates. The rate of recidivism
(or simply recidivism rate) for a population of offenders is defined by10
recidivism rate =
the number of offenders who recidivate (R = 1)
population size
. (2.24)
9These are not the only ways that one can define the pattern of 0s or 1s.
10Sometimes the percentage of recidivism rate is used.
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Equation (2.24) can be considered the average rate of recidivism. Thus, according to
the central limit theorem (CLT), the recidivism rate can be approximated by a normal
distribution function given by N (µ, σ√
n
), where σ is the known standard deviation of
population, n is the sample size, and µ is the unknown mean of population. The confidence
interval for the mean of population (µn) in terms of sample mean (x¯n) and sample size (n)
can simply be obtained from the following equation,
µn = x¯n ± z∗ σ√
n
, (2.25)
where z∗ is the critical value for a certain confidence level.
 Gender (1)
One field in the dataset is dedicated to the gender of the offenders, stored as either
F(female) or M(male). This feature is applied to the NB model to show whether the
prediction of recidivism is affected by gender or not.
 Offense severity (1)
For each offender, the number between 1 (unknown) to 26 (homicide) is designated that
shows the category of crime committed by that particular case (Appendix A). This is one
of features that is never used in the LSI-OR, but it is applied to the NB classifier.
 Race (1)
A field with two nominal values of 0 and 1 corresponding to No or Yes is assigned to the
race of offenders as either they are aboriginal Canadian or not. This feature is applied to
the NB model to investigate the effect of offender’s race on the prediction of recidivism
among offenders.
The data are analyzed using the data mining open-source or commercial software packages,
R-3.2.2 [22], Weka-3.6.13 [23], TableCurve2Dv5.01 [24], Tanagra-1.4.50 [25], and Microsoft
Excel 2013.
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Chapter 3
Results
The results of data analysis including the estimation of the density distribution function and
the NB classifier are discussed in this chapter. In this work, the original dataset under study
is provided by the Ontario Provincial Police1, and it contains 90781 criminal records relating
to 686 types of offences, categorized into 29 groups (Appendix A on page 42). After removing
repeated records, the data are reduced to 72725 records, one record for each offender. Table
3.1 contains some basic information about the dataset.
Table 3.1: A basic information about the dataset.
Total UP1(%) Race2 Male (%) Female (%) Min BthYr3 Max BthYr4
72725 60491(83.18) 726(1.00) 60086(82.62) 12639(17.38) 1926 1993
(1) unique patterns used by offenders in LSI-OR assessment (43 items),
(2) aboriginal Canadian, (3) minimum birth year , (4) maximum birth year
The offenders can be classified in five risk levels according to the range of total scores,
provided in Table 1.1. In Figure 3.1, the percentage of offenders at each risk level for the
current dataset is given.
Figure 3.1: Percentage of offenders at various risk levels.
1Permission to use this dataset for reasearch purpose was granted by the Forensic Centre of the University
of Saskatchewan.
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The percentage of recidivism rate at each risk level is presented in Figure 3.2 (red) and that
of the whole population is shown in Figure 3.3 (green).
Figure 3.2: Recidivism rate (%) at various risk levels (red).
Figure 3.3: Recidivism rate (%) of each risk level in total population or 72725 cases
(green). The total recidivism rate is 30.83% (0.93%+3.64%+9.63%+10.87%+5.76%).
It can be observed from Figure 3.2 that moving from VL (6.91%) to VH (75.14%) shows an
increase in the rate of recidivism occurrence in each risk level. The same trend is found in
the dataset grouped by the total scores (Figure 3.4).
Figure 3.4: The recidivism rate (%) at each total score.
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In Table 3.1 on page 13, the second column contains the percentage of offenders who used the
UPs in the LSI-OR assessment. In the same manner, the number of UPs was individually
extracted from the dataset for each 8-sub patterns (Figure 3.5). As given in Figure 3.5, the
greatest number of UPs are observed in Q1 (criminal history), Q2 (education/employment),
and Q7 (substance abuse). These results suggest that in a NB-based model based on the
8-sub patterns as input features, only three features that create diversity among offenders
are most effective.
One can also consider total scores and obtain the number of UPs for each single total score.
The number of UPs for each score is displayed in Figure 3.6. According to the Figure 3.6,
Q1, Q2, and Q7 receive the highest UP values between total scores of 4 and 38.
Figure 3.5: The number of UPs for the dataset.
Figure 3.6: The number of UPs for each single total score.
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It was claimed in Chapter 2 that a normal distribution function could describe the recidivism
rate if the standard deviation of population was known. Therefore, for the purpose of
obtaining the distribution function directly from the dataset (illustrated in Figure 3.7),
100, 000 samples with the sample size of 600 are randomly chosen. Figure 3.7 displays the
density function that is centered around 0.3083 with the standard deviation of σ = 0.0188.
Figure 3.7: The density function of recidivism rate obtained from 100, 000 randomly
selected samples with a sample size of 600.
For a 95% confidence interval (z∗ = 1.96), the equation (2.25) given in Chapter 1 becomes
µn|Recidivism rate = x¯n ± 1.96
0.4618√
n
, (3.1)
where 0.4618 is the standard deviation of population, n is the sample size, and x¯n is the
sample mean. For instance, for a randomly chosen sample of n = 600 and x¯600 = 0.315, the
µ600 is
µ600|Recidivism rate = 0.315± 1.96
0.4618√
600
or
0.278 ≤ µ600|Recidivism rate ≤ 0.352. (3.2)
According to equation (3.2), the mean of recidivism rate falls between 0.278 and 0.352. This
can be verified by plugging µ600 ≈ 0.308 (Figure 3.7) into (3.2).
3.1 Probability density function estimation by differ-
ent techniques
The probability density function (PDF) estimation of the dataset is performed employing the
total scores and using two distinct methods of curve fitting. In fact, one can categorize the
total scores in different ways, considering the gender of offenders and the status of recidivism.
The results show that in all cases studied in this section, the data as a subset of the original
dataset followed a beta distribution function with two unknown shape parameters of a and b.
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The parameter estimation is carried out in two steps. In the first step, the moment matching
estimation (MME) method (Appendix B on page 43) is applied to dataset to obtain the shape
parameters (a and b), and in the second step, the parameters are re-estimated, employing a
nonlinear least-square fitting technique (Levenberg–Marquardt algorithm).
The main purpose of using the LM method is to make a comparison between the estimated
values and to determine the goodness of fit. It is shown later in this section that in all cases,
the good performance of MME method in estimating parameters is guaranteed by the result
of the goodness-of-fit test and the closeness of estimated parameters by both fitting methods.
Finally, the goodness-of-fit test is determined by calculating the index of correlation or r2
and the adjusted value of r2 that accounts for the degrees of freedom Adj (r2). Generally,
r2 and Adj r2 close to one indicate a good fit. The procedure of PDF estimation in each
population is illustrated in Figure 3.8.
Figure 3.8: The PDF estimation of various population emerged from the original
dataset. R stands for the recidivism status.
 Dataset
In this case, the only considered factor for the study is the total score associated with each
offender. Other factors such as gender and recidivism status are ignored. According to
the observed results, given in Table 3.2, the data points are scattered widely around the
mean value due to a considerably high standard deviation, and the distribution function of
the dataset is positively skewed and follows a platykurtic distribution pattern because of
negative kurtosis (Appendix B on page 43). Using the skewness and kurtosis of population
given in Table 3.2 and plotting a Cullen–Frey graph help us to estimate the type of a PDF
for the dataset.
Table 3.2: Statistical parameters, extracted from the dataset.
Number of cases Min Max Std Mean Mode Median Skewness Kurtosis
72725 0 43 9.12 14.58 7.48 13 0.55 −0.47
According to this graph (Figure 3.9), the best option is a beta distribution function with
two estimated values of aMME = 1.35 and bMME = 2.63 (Figure 3.10 and Appendix C on
page 45). In this case, the MME method is applied to determine aMME and bMME. The
LM technique implemented in the TableCurve software [24] is employed to re-estimate the
parameters a and b. In this case, both r2 and Adj r2 are around 0.995 that indicates a
good model fit (Appendix D, Listing D.1 on page 47).
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Figure 3.9: Cullen–Frey graph (kurtosis versus square of skewness). The dataset
(observation), indicated in orange, is located in the grey area covered by the beta
distribution function.
Figure 3.10: The histogram of dataset and the beta distribution function with two
parameters of aMME = 1.35 and bMME = 2.63 (red).
It can be observed from the MME results (aMME = 1.35 and bMME = 2.63) and the LM
values (aLM = 1.43 and bLM = 2.82) that a small difference in both values of a and b is
detected (Figure 3.11) or in other words, both methods estimated almost the same values.
This can be verified by the following calculation,
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Figure 3.11: A small variation is observed between MME and LM methods (∆a =0.08
and ∆b =0.19).
δmax =
∫ 1
0
|BˆMME − BˆLM| dx ≈ 0.035, (3.3)
where δmax gives the maximum probability difference between PDFs (the grey area shown
in Figure 3.12).
Figure 3.12: The difference values between PDFs.
The δmax also defines an upper bound to δE(X) as follows,
δE(X) =
∫ 1
0
X|BˆMME − BˆLM| dx,
<
∫ 1
0
|BˆMME − BˆLM| dx,
< δmax ,
where 0 ≤ X ≤ 1.
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 Dataset with two subpopulation groups
The population is divided into two subclasses of either relapsing into criminal activity has
occurred (R = 1) or not (R = 0). The results show that each case of R = 1 and R = 0
follows different PDF. Similar to the previous section, obtaining the Cullen–Frey graph
for each case of R = 1 and R = 0 (Figures 3.13 and 3.14) suggests two beta functions.
Figure 3.13: Cullen–Frey graph (kurtosis versus square of skewness) for which the
recidivism status is R = 1. The dataset (observation), indicated in orange, is located
in the grey area covered by the beta distribution function.
Figure 3.14: Cullen–Frey graph (kurtosis versus square of skewness) for which the
recidivism status is R = 0. The dataset (observation), indicated in orange, is located
in the grey area covered by the beta distribution function.
The statistical parameters including mean, mode, median, the number of cases (counts),
standard deviation, kurtosis, and skewness for each case are given in Table 3.3. According
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to this table, one expects a symmetric platykurtic distribution for the case of R = 1 by
virtue of zero skewness and negative kurtosis. The graph of PDF with two estimated
shape parameters of aMME = 2.25 and bMME = 2.44 is plotted in Figure 3.15. In the
case of R = 0, both skewness and kurtosis have positive values. The PDF function is
asymmetric and leptokurtic and is positively skewed. The estimated shape parameters
are aMME = 1.41 and bMME = 3.70, and the PDF receives its maximum value around 5.7
(Figure 3.16).
Table 3.3: Statistical parameters, extracted from the dataset for R = 1 and R = 0.
R Count Std Mode Median Mean Skewness Kurtosis Min Max
1 (Yes) 22424 (33.83%) 9.00 18.54 21 20.64 0.00 −0.76 0 43
0 (No) 50301 (66.17%) 7.78 6.39 11 11.87 0.76 0.11 0 43
Figure 3.15: Histogram and PDF in the case of R = 1. The skewness of dataset is
almost zero which guarantees the symmetry of left and right tails.
Figure 3.16: Histogram and PDF in the case of R = 0. The estimation of MME
method is a asymmetric beta distribution function Bˆ(1.41, 3.70, x). The skewness of
dataset is positive, indicating that the distribution is positively skewed.
Similar to the previous section, the LM technique also is employed to dataset to determine
the two parameters a and b in both cases of R = 1 and R = 0. In both cases, r2 and Adj
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r2 are very close to 1 (Appendix D, Listing D.2 on page 48 and Listing D.3 on page 49).
The details of LM and MME methods are given in Table 3.4.
Table 3.4: Parameter determination using MME and LM techniques.
R aMME bMME aLM bLM ∆ a ∆ b δmax
1 (Yes) 2.25 2.44 2.29 2.44 0.04 0 0.017
0 (No) 1.41 3.70 1.52 4.02 0.11 0.32 0.042
The PDFs from both methods are given in Figures 3.17 and 3.18. It can be observed
from these figures that in practice, both curves for both cases R = 1 and R = 0 are
indistinguishable.
Figure 3.17: R = 1, a small variation is observed between MME and LM methods
(∆a =0.04 and ∆b =0).
Figure 3.18: R = 0, a small variation is observed between MME and LM methods
(∆a =0.11 and ∆b =0.32).
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 Dataset with two subpopulation groups of females and males
In this case, based on the gender of the offenders, the dataset is partitioned into two groups,
females and males, and the PDF in each case is derived independently. Furthermore, for
each group, the PDF is obtained in two different situations, with and without considering
the status of recidivism. Lastly, a single table is used to present the results of both groups.
Based on the basic information about the dataset given in the Table 3.1 on page 13, about
17.38% of the total population are females (hence males 82.62%), and the recidivism rate
among females is around 25.75% (31.90% among males). For the sake of comparison, the
recidivism rate among the female and male populations at each total score is presented in
Figure 3.19.
Figure 3.19: The recidivism rate among female and male population at each total
score.
The same procedure used in previous sections for obtaining the distribution functions is
employed here to obtain the PDFs. For the total population without considering recidi-
vism, the histogram and the Cullen–Frey graph are given in Appendix E on page 50,
Figures E.1 and E.2 (for males Appendix F on page 56, Figures F.1 and F.2). Using this
information and the information regarding to the measures of central tendency, skewness,
and kurtosis given in Table 3.5 suggests a beta distribution function with two parameters
of aMME and bMME (Table 3.6).
Table 3.5: Statistical parameters, extracted from the dataset for females (F) and
males (M).
population Std Mode Median Mean Skewness Kurtosis Min Max
F 12639 8.57 7.72 12 13.47 0.61 −0.31 0 42
M 60086 9.22 7.31 13 14.81 0.53 −0.50 0 43
Table 3.6 also contains two more estimated parameters aLM and bLM that are derived by
the LM method. The results of the goodness-of-fit test, including r2 and Adj r2 are given
in Appendix E, Listing E.1 on page 50 and Appendix F, Listing F.1 on page 56.
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Table 3.6: Parameter determination, using MME and LM techniques, females (F)
and males (M).
aMME bMME aLM bLM ∆ a ∆ b δmax
F 1.36 2.87 1.46 3.11 0.10 0.24 0.041
M 1.35 2.57 1.43 2.75 0.08 0.18 0.034
The difference between two estimated parameters (∆a and ∆b) are given in the last two
columns of Table 3.6. For the females, the difference values are ∆a = 0.1 and ∆b = 0.24
(for males ∆a = 0.08 and ∆b = 0.18).
Considering the status of recidivism among females and males results two PDFs for each
gender. According to the information provided in Table 3.7 and Appendix E on page 50,
Figures E.4, E.5, E.7, and E.8, a symmetric density function for R = 1 and an asymmetric
density function for R = 0 are suggested (for male Appendix F on page 56, Figures F.4,
F.5, F.7, and F.8).
Table 3.7: Statistical parameters, extracted from the dataset for R = 1 and R = 0,
females (F) and males (M).
R Count Std Mode Median Mean Skewness Kurtosis Min-Max
F 1 3255 (25.75%) 8.55 19.05 19 19.62 0.02 −0.65 0− 42
F 0 9384 (74.25%) 7.48 7.26 10 11.33 0.79 0.22 0− 41
M 1 19169 (31.90%) 9.07 18.43 21 20.82 −0.01 −0.78 0− 43
M 0 40917 (68.01%) 7.84 6.22 11 11.99 0.75 0.09 0− 43
The results of LM method including r2 and Adj r2 are given in Appendix E on page 50,
Listing E.2 and Listing E.3 (for males Appendix F on page 56, Listing F.2 and Listing F.3).
More details about the estimated values and the shape of PDFs are provided in Table 3.8
and Appendix E on page 50, Figures E.6 and E.9 (for males Appendix F on page 56,
Figures F.6 and F.9).
Table 3.8: Parameter determination, using MME and LM techniques for R = 1
and R = 0, and females (F) and males (M).
R aMME bMME aLM bLM ∆ a ∆ b δmax
F 1 2.34 2.67 2.44 2.73 0.10 0.06 0.024
F 0 1.38 3.62 1.55 4.20 0.17 0.58 0.072
M 1 2.24 2.38 2.26 2.37 0.02 0.01 0.012
M 0 1.41 3.65 1.52 3.95 0.11 0.30 0.041
 Summary
A comparison between distribution functions, with and without considering the status of
recidivism, is made among different groups (Tables 3.9, 3.10 and 3.11). In all cases with
similar conditions, almost the same distribution function with same parameters and same
measures of central tendency (mean, mode, and median) are observed (Figures 3.20, 3.21,
and 3.22). It can be observed from figures and tables that a small deviation between the
original dataset and the population of females and males is discovered. For the females,
the differences between estimated values are greater than those for the males.
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Table 3.9: Comparison between various population without considering the status
of recidivism. A small variation is discovered in each column.
Population aMME bMME Mean Mod Median
Entire dataset 1.35 2.63 14.58 7.48 13
Female 1.36 2.87 13.47 7.72 12
Male 1.35 2.57 14.81 7.31 13
Figure 3.20: Comparison between density functions without considering the status
of recidivism. The dataset, female, and male are shown in blue, green, and red, respec-
tively.
Table 3.10: Comparison between various population with R = 0. A small variation
is discovered in each column.
Subpopulation groups aMME bMME Mean Median Mod
Entire dataset 1.41 3.70 11.87 11 6.39
Female 1.38 3.62 11.33 10 7.26
Male 1.41 3.65 11.99 11 6.22
Figure 3.21: Comparison between density functions with R = 0. The dataset, female,
and male are shown in blue, green, and red, respectively.
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Table 3.11: Comparison between various population with R = 1. A small variation
is discovered in each column.
Subpopulation groups aMME bMME Mean Median Mod
Entire dataset 2.25 2.44 20.64 21 18.54
Female 2.34 2.67 19.62 19 19.05
Male 2.24 2.38 20.82 21 18.43
Figure 3.22: Comparison between density functions with R = 1. The dataset, female,
and male are shown in blue, green, and red, respectively.
These results suggest that sufficiently large subset of the original dataset, with or without
considering the status of recidivism, most likely follows a beta distribution function with
almost the same estimated shape parameters derived in this section.
One can use the PDFs to estimate the mean, mode, median, variance, standard deviation,
skewness, kurtosis, and the percentage of total scores that falls within a certain interval
without having access to the dataset and to generate the total scores among offenders in
a computer-based simulation program (for example, agent-based modeling). Moreover, the
PDFs as a continuous feature can be applied to an NB classifier.
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3.2 Na¨ıve Bayes results
In this section, the results of NB classifier accepting a combination of 47 features as input
and the status of recidivism (R = 1 or R = 0) as a class feature are discussed. Basically, the
dataset contains nominal attributes such as total score, race, 43 LSI-OR items, genders, and
the status of recidivism. However, in some cases the total score is treated as a continuous
variable following a beta distribution function.
3.2.1 Individual total scores
It was mentioned previously in Chapter 2 that a classification of offender population, employ-
ing the LSI-OR method, was possible considering individual total scores. The NB classifier
as a machine learning tool is able to do the same task, using the single total score as an input
feature. Moreover, the NB classifier is able to consider the effect of each LSI-OR item on
the final prediction by accepting 43 LSI-OR items as input features at each total score. The
results of running the NB model, constructed by 43 LSI-OR items, are given in Figure 3.23.
The horizontal axis in Figure 3.23 presents the total score calculated from equation (2.21) on
page 10. The vertical axis on the left-hand side (light blue) is associated to the bar chart and
shows the population size in each score displayed on the horizontal axis. The accuracies of
LSI-OR and NB methods (the vertical axis on the right-hand side) are illustrated by two red
and green curves, respectively. Two straight lines given in Figure 3.23 show the expectation
value of accuracy in each case.
Figure 3.23: A comparison between LSI-OR and NB predictions. The accuracy in
each case is calculated employing simple split 66% and 34% devoted for training and
testing, respectively. E(NB) and E(LSI-OR) display the expectation values of each
method.
The difference between accuracies (red and green curves in Figure 3.23) is significant starting
from the lowest value of 0.09% to the highest value of 8.65%. The highest value occurs at
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the total score of 23, where the recidivism rate is about 51.23%. (Figure 3.4). However,
a slight variation about 0.53% is observed among the expectation value of accuracies for
each method, derived from equation (2.14). It seems that taking into account 43 items for
building a model employing the NB classifier considerably changes the accuracy of model at
some scores. This might be explained by extracting and studying the pattern of 43 LSI-OR
items associated with the offenders (Figure 3.24); e.g., five UPs belonging to different cases
are shown in Figure 3.25. In Figure 3.24, the red graph shows the number of UPs at each
total score. The plot does not present a symmetric behaviour over the total scores 0 to 43
as was predicted in Figure 2.2 given in Chapter 2. The blue plot shows the number of cases
at each score, and the green plot is derived by dividing the number of UPs by the number
of cases.
Figure 3.24: A comparison between the number of UPs related to cases (offenders)
and the number of population at each individual total score.
As discussed before in Chapter 2, the equation (2.3) on page 5 was used to obtain the proba-
bility of each pattern; e.g., for the pattern 11 . . . 10, the probability becomes P (11 . . . 10|c) =
P (1|c)P (1|c) . . . P (1|c)P (0|c). In turn, the formula also was applied to build a prediction
model. It can be seen that as the number of UPs increases (the red plot in Figure 3.24) the
number of independent probabilities affecting all elements of the confusion matrix increases
as well. Whereas having just a few UPs makes a few independent predictions that do not
affect the confusion matrix much.
Figure 3.25: The first five UPs with a total score of 11. The population is 3198 and
in total 3109 UPs are discovered.
To make a comparison between two methods using the confusion matrix, let us focus on the
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total score of 11. The results are given in the following two Figures 3.26 and 3.27. It can be
seen from Figure 3.26 that the confusion matrix in the LSI-OR method obtains zero values
at class R = 1, and all instances in this class are misclassified causing TPR, FPR, precision,
recall, and F-measure to become zero (yellow highlighted components).
Figure 3.26: The LSI-OR method, the confusion matrix, and other performance
measures obtained for the total score 11.
In general, the confusion matrix derived from the LSI-OR method always has a column with
zero values either in class R = 0 or R = 1, resulting an ROC area value of 0.5.
Figure 3.27: The NB classifier, the confusion matrix, and other performance measures
obtained for the total score 11.
In comparison to the LSI-OR method, the NB classifier shows better performance (Figure
3.28), and the confusion matrix contains both classified (yellow highlighted components) and
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mis-classified instances (green highlighted components) in most of the cases.
Figure 3.28: The NB classifier shows better performance than the LSI-OR method
(AUCNB > AUCLSI).
The performance measures for the LSI-OR method are given in Figures 3.29 and 3.30. Ac-
cording to these figures, the performance measures take zero or non-zero values in two regions
defined by the total scores as follows:
1) The total score is equal or less than 22 where the recidivism rate is lower than 50%. the
second column of confusion matrix becomes zero causing the performance measures in R = 1
to gain zero values (except the ROC-area value).
2) The total score is greater than 22 where the rate of recidivism is higher than 50%. The
first column of confusion matrix becomes zero resulting the performance measures in R = 0
to obtain zero values (except the ROC-area value).
Figure 3.29: LSI-OR performance measures for R = 0. A jump in some performance
measures from non-zero to zero values is observed moving from the total scores of 22
to 23.
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Figure 3.30: LSI-OR performance measures for R = 1. A jump in some performance
measures from zero to non-zero values is observed moving from the total scores of 22
to 23.
Moreover, it can be noticed from the Figures 3.29 and 3.30 that the performance of the
LSI-OR models built for each total score is always constant, and, in terms of the ROC area,
receives the value of 0.5. Figures 3.31 and 3.32 present the performance measures of the NB
classifier. The performance of NB models (ROC-area values) at each score varies around
0.6, presenting a better performance than the LSI-OR models. In comparison to the LSI-OR
models, the performance measures in the NB models are gradually changing from zero to
one or one to zero. During the gradual change, the testing instances are treated differently
and no information is lost.
Figure 3.31: NB performance measures for R = 0. In some performance measures, a
gradual transition from one to zero is observed.
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Figure 3.32: NB performance measures for R = 1. In some performance measures, a
gradual transition from zero to one is observed.
3.2.2 Discrete risk levels
In this experiment, the total scores are grouped in five risk levels. Similar to Section 3.2.1,
the NB classifier adopts 43 LSI-OR items. The models are evaluated with 34% of the dataset
at each risk level (Figure 3.33). The results of running both the LSI-OR and NB methods on
the dataset show that in spite of having lower performance, at most risk levels the LSI-OR
method presented better accuracy than the NB classifier.
Figure 3.33: A comparison between LSI-OR and NB predictions. The accuracy at
each risk level is calculated employing simple split 66% and 34% devoted for training
and testing, respectively. E(NB) and E(LSI-OR) display the expectation values of each
method.
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The number of cases and UPs is given in Table 3.12 . The UPs achieve the highest value at
the risk level of H where the accuracy of the LSI-OR method falls below the NB classifier.
Table 3.12: The number of cases, the number of UPs, and the percentage of UPs at
each risk level.
Class levels Number of cases Number of UPs (%)
VL 9807 1843 18.79
L 18503 14682 79.35
M 23885 23646 99.00
H 14959 14941 99.88
VH 5571 5391 96.77
More details about the H risk level, including the confusion matrices and accuracy measures,
are provided in Figures 3.34, 3.35, and 3.36. The LSI-OR method, shown in Figure 3.34,
does not perform any classification of instances at the class of R = 0 (yellow highlighted
components in the Figure 3.34), and the performance never exceeds 0.5 (Figure 3.36). In
fact, the LSI-OR method prediction depends on the recidivism status in the training dataset.
For instance, at this particular risk level, the recidivism rate is 52.86% (Figure 3.2); thus,
all testing instances are labeled as being in class R = 1 and hence have an accuracy value of
2716
2371
≈ 0.53391.
The NB classifier in this case shows better performance, higher accuracy, and slightly better
expectation value (E(NB) in Figure 3.33). The confusion matrix includes both classified and
misclassified instances in both classes of R = 0 and R = 1 (yellow and green highlighted
components in Figure 3.35). Because the NB classifier considers the 43 LSI-OR items as
input features, the accuracy and performance of NB models could be affected by the number
of UPs at each risk level.
Figure 3.34: A comparison between LSI-OR and NB predictions. No prediction is
observed at the class of R = 0.
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Figure 3.35: A comparison between LSI-OR and NB predictions. The confusion
matrix contained both classified and misclassified instances.
Figure 3.36: NB classifier (NB) shows better performance than LSI-OR method
(AUCNB > AUCLSI).
3.2.3 Discrete offence severity indices
It was mentioned in the start of this chapter that there were about 686 types of offenses
that could be categorized into 29 offence severity indices with various rates of recidivism
(Figure 3.37). Thus, for each offence severity index, it is possible to build a model with an
option of having either total scores or 43 LSI-OR items as input features. The results of
model prediction are illustrated in Figure 3.38. As the figure shows, in comparison with the
43 lSI-OR items, the prediction of model built based on the total score fluctuates between
17.05% and 87.63% (for the 43 LSI-OR items is between 65.37% and 90.40%). In 15 cases
(65.22%), the total scores display better accuracy than the 43 LSI-OR items. Furthermore,
the expectation value of the total scores is higher than that of the 43 LSI-OR features.
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Figure 3.37: The rate of recidivism among 29 groups. The highest recidivism rate
(54.55%) is observed at the offence severity index of 23 (or break & enter & related
offences).
Figure 3.38: A comparison between LSI-OR and NB predictions employing simple
split 66% and 10-fold validation testing techniques. The accuracy in each class level
is calculated by averaging the results of two testing methods. The highest number
of cases (20427) is occurred at the offence severity index of 11 (criminal code traffic
offences).
3.2.4 Various discrete features
In order to see the effect of various features on the prediction of recidivism, a combination
of features is applied to build a model each time. The accuracy of models are evaluated
applying two techniques of testing shown in Table 3.13 and 3.14. The last column of the
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table is dedicated to the average of two tests. The ROC-area value for each testing method
is obtained for R = 1.
As given in Table 3.13, employing just the single feature of race results around 70% mean
accuracy. Roughly speaking, this can be explained by the following argument. An NB model
can be built by considering 99% of the dataset (Table 3.1 on page 13). In fact, the rest of the
population (1%) only slightly affects the prediction and accuracy of the classifier and can
be ignored. Hence, similar to the discussion given in sub-section 3.2.2 on page 32, one can
claim that the prediction of the NB model depends on the recidivism status in the training
set which, is around 30%, and resulting all instances in the testing set to be in class R = 0
(or giving about 70% mean accuracy).
The table reveals that the worst performance and accuracy are reported by the model con-
structed by the input feature of race, whereas, the best accuracy is seen in the input features
of total score and race. The ROC areas have almost same values in all cases except in the
input feature of race.
Table 3.13: The accuracy of models, built based on various discrete fetures.
Features Simple split(66%) ROC 10-Fold(%) ROC Mean(%)
Total score 75.01 0.77 74.95 0.77 74.98
Total score and gender 75.09 0.77 75.01 0.77 75.05
Total score and race 75.13 0.77 75.01 0.77 75.07
43-items 72.68 0.78 72.71 0.78 72.69
43-items and gender 72.68 0.78 72.73 0.78 72.70
43-items and race 72.72 0.78 72.79 0.78 72.76
Race 70.30 0.52 70.16 0.52 70.23
Recalling that the LSI-OR method is a NB classifier having a single feature as input feature,
the first and last rows of Table 3.13 and the second and fourth rows of Table 3.14 can be
considered as results of LSI-OR method prediction, as well. Categorizing data into two
groups of females and males and applying two different features of the total score and the
43 LSI-OR items present interesting results (Table 3.14). The highest accuracy is seen
among female offenders with the input feature of the total score. The ROC area value is not
significantly changed in each case.
Table 3.14: The accuracy and performance of models, built based on the discrete
total score and 43 LSI-OR items. The dataset is grouped by gender.
Features Simple split(66%) ROC 10-Fold(%) ROC Mean(%)
Male (43-items) 72.35 0.78 72.46 0.77 72.40
Male (total score) 74.52 0.77 74.49 0.77 74.50
Female (43-items) 74.42 0.78 73.75 0.77 74.09
Female (total score) 77.38 0.77 77.48 0.76 77.43
These results bring up two issues that are not considered in the LSI-OR. The first issue is
that a combination of features may give results better than the features used individually,
and the second issue is that dividing the dataset into smaller groups may improve the results
in some subgroups.
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3.2.5 Continuous features
It is possible to treat the total scores as a continuous variable, varying between 0 and 43
(first row in Table 3.15). This approach is also applicable to the dataset, classified by the
gender of offenders (second and third rows in Table 3.15). In this section, the results of
continuous cases are discussed employing two beta PDF functions for R = 0 and R = 1
obtained in Section 3.1.
However, there is always an overlapping between two PDF functions of P (x ∈ D|R =
0) = Bˆ(1.41, 3.7, x) and P (x ∈ D|R = 1) = Bˆ(2.25, 2.44, x) (Figure 3.39) that can affect
the prediction and accuracy of the classifier, but according to the results given in Tables
3.13, 3.14, and 3.15, a small improvement in the classification of dataset based on gender is
observed. No change is discovered in the entire dataset having the discrete total score as a
feature input (first row of Tables 3.13 and 3.15).
Table 3.15: The accuracy of models, built based on the continuous total score. The
ROC area values are calculated for R = 1.
Features Simple split(66%) ROC 10-Fold(%) ROC Mean(%)
Entire dataset (total score) 75.01 0.77 74.95 0.77 74.98
Female (total score) 77.47 0.78 77.41 0.77 77.44
Male (total score) 74.52 0.77 74.49 0.77 74.50
Figure 3.39: The beta functions P (x ∈ D|R = 0) = Bˆ(1.41, 3.7, x) and P (x ∈ D|R =
1) = Bˆ(2.25, 2.44, x) for the dataset. The functions are given in Section 3.1.
In practice, implementing a PDF function for building a NB model is much easier than using
44 total scores, and also the determination of 2 ·44 conditional probabilities2 is not required.
This can speed up the computation process.
2As needed in the discrete version.
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Chapter 4
Conclusions and Future Work
The main goal of this thesis was to introduce the NB classifier and its advantages as a re-
placement for the LSI-OR that presents more predictive power, includes the LSI-OR results
in a special case, and supports multiple discrete and continuous features. A series of experi-
ments was designed and conducted to study the dataset provided by the Ontario Provincial
Police and to evaluate the performance of the NB classifier.
In the first part of this work, a basic data analysis of the dataset, including obtaining 8-sub
patterns for the total score and determining the PDF of recidivism rate, was performed.
According to the analysis, the greatest number of UPs were observed in three categories:
criminal history, education/employment, and substance abuse, and the results suggested
that in a NB-based model based on the 8-sub patterns as input features, only three features
were significantly effective. Taking advantage of the equality of the recidivism rate and the
average rate of recidivism showed that the recidivism rate could be approximated by a nor-
mal distribution function. In addition, it was shown that when one has access to a small
sample of offenders, the normal distribution defines an acceptable interval for the recidivism
rate for the offenders.
As continuous features for the NB classifier, the PDF functions of the total score for vari-
ous populations including the dataset, females, and males were obtained employing MME
and LM techniques. The MME method guaranteed the existence of well-known PDFs, and
the LM method provided the goodness-of-fit test. It was observed that the total scores
in the dataset and in the female and male populations followed an asymmetric beta dis-
tribution function regardless of the status of recidivism. Taking into account the status
of recidivism resulted in two beta distribution functions for the dataset and female and
male populations.The PDFs could be used to generate the total scores among offenders in a
computer-based simulation program (for example, agent-based modeling).
In the second part, an evaluation of the NB classifier was carried out. Many NB and LSI-OR
models based on various features were built and tested. The total score, 43 LSI-OR items,
and five risk levels as input features were separately applied to the NB classifier, and the
results were compared in terms of performance measures. The effect of UPs on the confusion
matrix was discussed as well. It was seen that unlike the LSI-OR, the NB classifier could
easily consider the effect of each input feature that resulted both classification and misclas-
sification in the confusion matrix and showed gradual changes in performance measures.
In the models built by five risk levels and individual total scores, the NB classifier always
showed better performance than the LSI-OR. On the other hand, there was no obvious trend
in the accuracies predicted by both models to indicate the superiority of one model over the
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other. A combination of various discrete features was applied to the NB classifier to obtain a
set of features with the highest accuracies. It was realized that the minimum and maximum
mean accuracies were achieved in the models built by a single input feature of race and a
combination of two input features of total score and race, respectively. The result indicated
that the total score was not the only feature that gave the highest accuracy. Dividing the
dataset into two groups of females and males produced different results in terms of the total
score and 43 LSI-OR items. The highest accuracy was seen among female offenders with the
input feature of the total score.
In the last part, the continuous version of the total score as an input feature was applied
to the NB classifier, and the results were compared with the discrete version. Considering
the total score as a continuous variable in the dataset did not improve the performance and
mean accuracy of model, and the results were similar to the results of the model built by the
discrete version. However, a small improvement was observed among the female and male
populations. Treating the total score as a continuous variable could improve the speed of
computation, and could make the implementation of NB classifier easier.
In general, it was seen that the NB classifier was capable of accepting many discrete and
continuous features, and the NB classifier was also capable of providing an effective tool
for considering and studying the effect of multiple features on the output, whereas in the
LSI-OR approach, only one discrete feature total LSI score is utilized.
In addition, the NB classifier showed better performance than the LSI-OR and provided a
simple framework for studying the effect of individual features on the accuracies and perfor-
mance measures.
The following list of suggestions is proposed for future possible research directions.
1) In a model built with 43 LSI-OR items as input features, it was suggested that the accu-
racy of a model could be affected by the number of UPs. Additional studies are needed to
understand the effectiveness of UPs on the accuracy and other performance measures of the
model.
2) A central issue in a classification model is to choose a subset of features with low inter-
correlation but that are strongly correlated with the class feature. This suggests removing
noisy, irrelevant, and unnecessary features from the feature set. A study is recommended to
discover and select the best features out of 43 LSI-OR items or other features.
3) All statistical parameters related to a certain population such as mean, mode, median,
and so on can be easily obtained from PDFs. In turn, the PDFs are defined as functions of
shape parameters. Hence, the shape parameters of PDFs obtained in this work may change
over time because of growing the size of the dataset. Therefore, it is necessary to monitor
the variation of parameters in the future.
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Appendix A
Offence Severity Index
Table A.1: Offence severity index.
Offence Severity Offence Type
1 Unknown
2 Municipal Bylaw Offences
3 Other Provincial Offences
4 Liquor Licence Act Offences
5 Highway Traffic Act Offences
6 Parole Violations
7 Other Federal Statute Offences
8 Misc. Offences against Public Order
9 Drinking & Driving Offences
10 Breach of Court Order/Escape
11 Criminal Code Traffic Offences
12 Drug Possession Offences
13 Obstruction of Justice Offences
14 Morals & Gaming Offences
15 Arson/Property Damage Offences
16 Assault & Related Offences
17 Theft/Possession Offences
18 Misc. Offences against the Person
19 Fraud & Related Offences
20 Weapons Offences
21 Traffic/Import Drug Offences
22 Non-Violent Sexual Offences
23 Break & Enter & Related Offences
24 Violent Sexual Offences
25 Serious Violent Offences
26 Homicide & Related Offences
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Appendix B
Skewness and Kurtosis
The skewness of a random variable X is given by the following formula,
Skewness(X) =
m3
m2
3
2
, (B.1)
where α-th central moment given in (B.2) can be employed to obtain m2 and m3.
mα =
∑N
i=1 (Xi −Xmean)α
N
. (B.2)
It can be seen from (B.1), the skewness of X determines the degree of asymmetry of a
distribution around its mean(Xmean) e.g., in a symmetric situation like normal distribution,
the skewness becomes zero and (Xmean = Xmedian). The skewness value can accepts a zero,
a negative, or a positive value (figure B.1). A positive value indicates that the right tail
of distribution is longer than the left tail and is skewed toward positive direction(Xmean >
Xmedian), a negative value indicates that the left tail of distribution is longer than the right
tail and is skewed toward negative direction(Xmean < Xmedian), and finally zero value means
that the distribution is totaly symmetric. (Xmean = Xmedian).
Figure B.1: A data distribution with various skewnesses.
The kurtosis of random variable X in terms of second and forth central moments (m2 and
m4) is determined by
Kurtosis(X) =
m4
m22
− 3. (B.3)
Intuitively, the kurtosis is a quantity that measures the shape (peakedness) of a data distri-
bution. For example, in a normal distribution m4 = 3σ
4, m2 = σ
2, and therefore according
to (B.3) the kurtosis becomes zero. A data distribution is said to be a peaked distribution
(leptokurtic) or a normal distribution (mesokurtic) or a flat distribution (platykurtic) if the
kurtosis becomes positive or zero or negative, respectively (figure B.2) .
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Figure B.2: Data distribution with various kurtosises.
In practice, many statisticians use the first term of equation (B.3) and usually the number
3 is eliminated. Finally, using (B.1) and (B.3) one can easily show that the skewness and
kurtosis of a data set are invariant under scale transformation (X → XmaxY ).
In general, the shape of most continuous distribution functions can be summarized in mean,
variance1, skewness2, and kurtosis3. If a known distribution function and the observed
data have same central moments, the distribution function of observed data can be usually
approximated by the given distribution function. The approach of matching moments is
called moment matching estimation (MME).
1second central moment
2third central moment
3fourth central moment
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Appendix C
Beta distribution
The beta distribution function contains two free parameters (a, b), and it is defined by
following formula,
Bˆ(a, b, x) = Γ(a+ b)
Γ(a)Γ(b)
xa−1(1− x)b−1 a > 0 , b > 0, (C.1)
where
Γ(1) = 1,
Γ(q + 1) = qΓ(q) q ∈ R+,
Γ(n+ 1) = 1.2.3 · · · (n− 1) = (n− 1)! n ∈ Z+.
In general one can show that
Ms =
∫ 1
0
Bˆ(a, b, x)xsdx,
=
Γ(a+ b)Γ(a+ s)
Γ(a+ b+ s)Γ(a)
. (C.2)
The result in (C.2) can be used to calculate mean(µ), standard deviation (σ), skewness, and
kurtosis:
µ =
a
a+ b
,
σ =
1
(a+ b)
√
ab
a+ b+ 1
,
Skewness =
2(b− a)
(a+ b+ 2)
√
a+ b+ 1
ab
,
Kurtosis =
6[a3 + a2(1− 2b) + b2(1 + b)− 2ab(2 + b)]
ab(a+ b+ 2)(a+ b+ 3)
.
(C.3)
The maximum value of the beta distribution function (or the mode) can be derived by setting
dBˆ(a, b, x)
dx
= 0,
which results
Mode = xmax =
a− 1
a+ b− 2 , (C.4)
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and
xmax = µ.
if (a = b). Finally the median is given by
Median =
a− 1
3
a+ b− 2
3
,
where a, b > 1.
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Appendix D
Density functions-dataset
Listing D.1: The goodness-of-fit test result for total dataset.
1 F(x,a,b,c) = a x^{b-1}(1-x)^{c-1}
2
3 r^2 Coef Det DF Adj r^2 Fit Std Err F-value
4 0.9945423662 0.9945061429 0.0457550700 41275.001834
5
6 Parm Value Std Error t-value 95% Confidence Limits P>|t|
7 a 5.445154293 0.058605502 92.91199759 5.329981906 5.560326680 0.00000
8 b 1.433927178 0.004499885 318.6586530 1.425083939 1.442770416 0.00000
9 c 2.822155381 0.012110962 233.0248788 2.798354743 2.845956020 0.00000
10
11 Area Xmin-Xmax Area Precision
12 0.9865578695 -7.75808e+2868
13 Function min X-Value Function max X-Value
14 4.114369e-06 0.9995630330 1.8042827028 0.1923366579
15 1st Deriv min X-Value 1st Deriv max X-Value
16 -3.197266045 0.5440079647 187.94627778 0.0004369679
17 2nd Deriv min X-Value 2nd Deriv max X-Value
18 4887.0222118 0.0503929725 13180.386773 0.9995630330
19
20 Procedure Minimization Iterations
21 LevMarqdt Least Squares 8
22 r^2 Coef Det DF Adj r^2 Fit Std Err Max Abs Err
23 0.9945423662 0.9945061429 0.0457550700 0.2653776578
24 Source Sum of Squares DF Mean Square F Statistic P>F
25 Regr 172.82061 2 86.410307 41275 0.00000
26 Error 0.94836747 453 0.0020935264
27 Total 173.76898 455
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D.1 Dataset (R=0)
Listing D.2: The goodness-of-fit test result for total dataset (R=0).
1 F(x,a,b,c) = a x^{b-1}(1-x)^{c-1}
2
3 r^2 Coef Det DF Adj r^2 Fit Std Err F-value
4 0.9978750061 0.9978610258 0.0383528763 107301.21840
5
6 Parm Value Std Error t-value 95% Confidence Limits P>|t|
7 a 10.11444516 0.100082091 101.0614888 9.917766986 10.31112333 0.00000
8 b 1.523653346 0.003735504 407.8842745 1.516312451 1.530994241 0.00000
9 c 4.016911407 0.013994702 287.0308706 3.989409460 4.044413353 0.00000
10
11 Area Xmin-Xmax Area Precision
12 0.9840693809 -7.75808e+2868
13 Function min X-Value Function max X-Value
14 1.598903e-09 0.9994359520 2.2939783497 0.1479010835
15 1st Deriv min X-Value 1st Deriv max X-Value
16 -5.029632232 0.3706242855 185.92247264 0.0005640488
17 2nd Deriv min X-Value 2nd Deriv max X-Value
18 7233.0674792 0.0505074592 15.359501845 0.5802618423
19
20 Procedure Minimization Iterations
21 LevMarqdt Least Squares 8
22 r^2 Coef Det DF Adj r^2 Fit Std Err Max Abs Err
23 0.9978750061 0.9978610258 0.0383528763 0.4162284738
24 Source Sum of Squares DF Mean Square F Statistic P>F
25 Regr 315.66798 2 157.83399 107301 0.00000
26 Error 0.67222101 457 0.0014709431
27 Total 316.3402 459
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D.2 Dataset (R=1)
Listing D.3: The goodness-of-fit test result for total dataset (R=1).
1 F(x,a,b,c) = a x^{b-1}(1-x)^{c-1}
2
3 r^2 Coef Det DF Adj r^2 Fit Std Err F-value
4 0.9950887038 0.9950552177 0.0373040772 44675.998365
5
6 Parm Value Std Error t-value 95% Confidence Limits P>|t|
7 a 10.80541331 0.129211377 83.62586592 10.55146672 11.05935990 0.00000
8 b 2.287177624 0.007668757 298.2462097 2.272105773 2.302249475 0.00000
9 c 2.437528791 0.008358961 291.6066569 2.421100441 2.453957141 0.00000
10
11 Area Xmin-Xmax Area Precision
12 0.9963256137 5.510314e-10
13 Function min X-Value Function max X-Value
14 0.0001408579 0.9996000000 1.6414418287 0.4724096285
15 1st Deriv min X-Value 1st Deriv max X-Value
16 -4.626659168 0.8525556285 5.4112507290 0.0922638870
17 2nd Deriv min X-Value 2nd Deriv max X-Value
18 -8.857488655 0.3708314133 -572.0314265 0.0503591616
19
20 Procedure Minimization Iterations
21 LevMarqdt Least Squares 6
22 r^2 Coef Det DF Adj r^2 Fit Std Err Max Abs Err
23 0.9950887038 0.9950552177 0.0373040772 0.0828673748
24 Source Sum of Squares DF Mean Square F Statistic P>F
25 Regr 124.34172 2 62.170859 44676 0.00000
26 Error 0.61369303 441 0.0013915942
27 Total 124.95541 443
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Appendix E
Density functions-females
Figure E.1: Histogram of female offenders.
Figure E.2: Cullen–Frey graph (kurtosis versus square of skewness). The dataset
(observation), indicated in orange, is located in the grey area covered by the beta
distribution function.
Listing E.1: The goodness-of-fit test result for females.
1 F(x,a,b,c) = a x^{b-1}(1-x)^{c-1}
2
3 r2 Coef Det DF Adj r2 Fit Std Err F-value
50
4 0.9949753737 0.9949406412 0.0475889101 43069.301019
5
6 Parm Value Std Error t-value 95% Confidence Limits P>|t|
7 a 6.416908221 0.076036791 84.39214952 6.267463047 6.566353396 0.00000
8 b 1.461948596 0.004820968 303.2479633 1.452473310 1.471423882 0.00000
9 c 3.108415277 0.014182251 219.1764457 3.080541022 3.136289532 0.00000
10
11 Area Xmin-Xmax Area Precision
12 0.9808245671 -7.75808e+2868
13 Function min X-Value Function max X-Value
14 3.84857e-06 0.9988804010 1.9124236719 0.1797210907
15 1st Deriv min X-Value 1st Deriv max X-Value
16 -3.561807682 0.4861149994 113.87328831 0.0011196014
17 2nd Deriv min X-Value 2nd Deriv max X-Value
18 5214.1139438 0.0510076391 8.8472662087 0.8793302009
19
20 Procedure Minimization Iterations
21 LevMarqdt Least Squares 8
22 r2 Coef Det DF Adj r2 Fit Std Err Max Abs Err
23 0.9949753737 0.9949406412 0.0475889101 0.2913484276
24 Source Sum of Squares DF Mean Square F Statistic P>F
25 Regr 195.07847 2 97.539234 43069.3 0.00000
26 Error 0.9851464 435 0.0022647044
27 Total 196.06361 437
Figure E.3: A small variation was observed between MME and the LM method
(∆a =0.10 and ∆b =0.24).
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E.1 Female offenders (R=0)
Figure E.4: The histogram of female offenders, case R=0.
Figure E.5: Cullen–Frey graph (kurtosis versus square of skewness) for which the
recidivism status is 0 (R=0). The dataset (observation), indicated in orange, is located
in the grey area covered by the beta distribution function.
Listing E.2: The goodness-of-fit test result for females (R=0).
1 F(x,a,b,c) = a x^{b-1}(1-x)^{c-1}
2
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3 r^2 Coef Det DF Adj r^2 Fit Std Err F-value
4 0.9957758254 0.9957475385 0.0551752343 52921.977207
5
6 Parm Value Std Error t-value 95% Confidence Limits P>|t|
7 a 11.13616350 0.164055424 67.88049562 10.81375170 11.45857531 0.00000
8 b 1.548463780 0.005528498 280.0875968 1.537598836 1.559328725 0.00000
9 c 4.197522413 0.021235107 197.6690002 4.155789875 4.239254951 0.00000
10
11 Area Xmin-Xmax Area Precision
12 0.9777290413 -7.75808e+2868
13 Function min X-Value Function max X-Value
14 3.029111e-08 0.9979040140 2.3401814273 0.1464137284
15 1st Deriv min X-Value 1st Deriv max X-Value
16 -5.300258877 0.3597503110 207.32407926 0.0004039799
17 2nd Deriv min X-Value 2nd Deriv max X-Value
18 7441.6777175 0.0502789808 16.201277807 0.5593426973
19
20 Procedure Minimization Iterations
21 LevMarqdt Least Squares 8
22 r^2 Coef Det DF Adj r^2 Fit Std Err Max Abs Err
23 0.9957758254 0.9957475385 0.0551752343 0.5453657743
24 Source Sum of Squares DF Mean Square F Statistic P>F
25 Regr 322.22144 2 161.11072 52922 0.00000
26 Error 1.3668936 449 0.0030443065
27 Total 323.58833 451
Figure E.6: R=0, a small variation was observed between MME and LM methods
(∆a =0.17 and ∆b =0.58).
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E.2 Female offenders (R=1)
Figure E.7: The histogram of female offenders, case R=1.
Figure E.8: Cullen–Frey graph (kurtosis versus square of skewness) for which the
recidivism status is 1 (R=1). The dataset (observation), indicated in orange, is located
in the grey area covered by the beta distribution function.
Listing E.3: The goodness-of-fit test result for females (R=1).
1 F(x,a,b,c) = a x^{b-1}(1-x)^{c-1}
2
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3 r^2 Coef Det DF Adj r^2 Fit Std Err F-value
4 0.9873766673 0.9872856337 0.0637733929 16308.532835
5
6 Parm Value Std Error t-value 95% Confidence Limits P>|t|
7 a 15.30374630 0.353168768 43.33267179 14.60953335 15.99795925 0.00000
8 b 2.444593381 0.014504926 168.5353961 2.416081496 2.473105266 0.00000
9 c 2.731509921 0.016782989 162.7546737 2.698520117 2.764499725 0.00000
10
11 Area Xmin-Xmax Area Precision
12 0.9881251219 1.095988e-10
13 Function min X-Value Function max X-Value
14 3.944198e-05 0.9994077720 1.7152652593 0.4548319103
15 1st Deriv min X-Value 1st Deriv max X-Value
16 -4.684573672 0.7923919675 5.7754408859 0.1172720340
17 2nd Deriv min X-Value 2nd Deriv max X-Value
18 -18.82350530 0.3505665773 -753.6508511 0.0505324729
19
20 Procedure Minimization Iterations
21 LevMarqdt Least Squares 6
22 r^2 Coef Det DF Adj r^2 Fit Std Err Max Abs Err
23 0.9873766673 0.9872856337 0.0637733929 0.1484481742
24 Source Sum of Squares DF Mean Square F Statistic P>F
25 Regr 132.65509 2 66.327547 16308.5 0.00000
26 Error 1.695958 417 0.0040670456
27 Total 134.35105 419
Figure E.9: R=1, a small variation was observed between MME and LM methods
(∆a =0.10 and ∆b =0.06).
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Appendix F
Density functions-males
Figure F.1: The histogram of male offenders.
Figure F.2: Cullen–Frey graph (kurtosis versus square of skewness). The dataset
(observation), indicated in orange, is located in the grey area covered by the beta
distribution function.
Listing F.1: The goodness-of-fit test result for males.
1 F(x,a,b,c) = a x^{b-1}(1-x)^{c-1}
2
3 r^2 Coef Det DF Adj r^2 Fit Std Err F-value
4 0.9944068366 0.9943693824 0.0450330542 39913.787751
56
56 Parm Value Std Error t-value 95% Confidence Limits P>|t|
7 a 5.263522376 0.055864773 94.21898723 5.153733489 5.373311262 0.00000
8 b 1.433705872 0.004488830 319.3941392 1.424884148 1.442527595 0.00000
9 c 2.752887126 0.011689774 235.4953178 2.729913663 2.775860589 0.00000
10
11 Area Xmin-Xmax Area Precision
12 0.9858206138 7.317129e-10
13 Function min X-Value Function max X-Value
14 0.0001111819 0.9978468970 1.7711889013 0.1983478449
15 1st Deriv min X-Value 1st Deriv max X-Value
16 -3.115560537 0.5644109511 72.995515790 0.0021531069
17 2nd Deriv min X-Value 2nd Deriv max X-Value
18 4370.0493974 0.0519377927 3673.9497298 0.9978468970
19
20 Procedure Minimization Iterations
21 LevMarqdt Least Squares 7
22 r^2 Coef Det DF Adj r^2 Fit Std Err Max Abs Err
23 0.9944068366 0.9943693824 0.0450330542 0.1118001929
24 Source Sum of Squares DF Mean Square F Statistic P>F
25 Regr 161.8884 2 80.944202 39913.8 0.00000
26 Error 0.91056121 449 0.002027976
27 Total 162.79897 451
Figure F.3: A small variation was observed between MME and the LM method
(∆a =0.08 and ∆b =0.18).
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F.1 Male offenders (R=0)
Figure F.4: The histogram of male offenders, case R=0.
Figure F.5: Cullen–Frey graph (kurtosis versus square of skewness) for which the
recidivism status is 0 (R=0). The dataset (observation), indicated in orange, is located
in the grey area covered by the beta distribution function.
Listing F.2: The goodness-of-fit test result for females (R=0).
1 F(x,a,b,c) = a x^{b-1}(1-x)^{c-1}
2
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3 r^2 Coef Det DF Adj r^2 Fit Std Err F-value
4 0.9975626268 0.9975465208 0.0405380792 93110.689896
5
6 Parm Value Std Error t-value 95% Confidence Limits P>|t|
7 a 9.845727641 0.103105319 95.49194691 9.643105952 10.04834933 0.00000
8 b 1.521562697 0.003975378 382.7466636 1.513750318 1.529375076 0.00000
9 c 3.951833394 0.014636490 269.9987112 3.923069890 3.980596899 0.00000
10
11 Area Xmin-Xmax Area Precision
12 0.9839348038 -7.75808e+2868
13 Function min X-Value Function max X-Value
14 1.560133e-10 0.9997805960 2.2656057102 0.1501593134
15 1st Deriv min X-Value 1st Deriv max X-Value
16 -4.912386713 0.3773015156 288.54856761 0.0002194046
17 2nd Deriv min X-Value 2nd Deriv max X-Value
18 7163.8598352 0.0501974636 12.796871859 0.6000790738
19
20 Procedure Minimization Iterations
21 LevMarqdt Least Squares 8
22 r^2 Coef Det DF Adj r^2 Fit Std Err Max Abs Err
23 0.9975626268 0.9975465208 0.0405380792 0.4821007497
24 Source Sum of Squares DF Mean Square F Statistic P>F
25 Regr 306.02427 2 153.01214 93110.7 0.00000
26 Error 0.74771782 455 0.0016433359
27 Total 306.77199 457
Figure F.6: A small variation was observed between MME and the LM method
(∆a =0.11 and ∆b =0.30).
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F.2 Male offenders (R=1)
Figure F.7: The histogram of male offenders, case R=1.
Figure F.8: Cullen–Frey graph (kurtosis versus square of skewness) for which the
recidivism status is 1 (R=1). The dataset (observation), indicated in orange, is located
in the grey area covered by the beta distribution function.
Listing F.3: The goodness-of-fit test result for males (R=1).
1 F(x,a,b,c) = a x^{b-1}(1-x)^{c-1}
2
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3 r2 Coef Det DF Adj r2 Fit Std Err F-value
4 0.9956407910 0.9956109334 0.0345366300 50133.671375
5
6 Parm Value Std Error t-value 95% Confidence Limits P>|t|
7 a 10.00726959 0.108837260 91.94709241 9.793362752 10.22117644 0.00000
8 b 2.258225082 0.007029982 321.2277052 2.244408478 2.272041686 0.00000
9 c 2.369458517 0.007506243 315.6650473 2.354705879 2.384211156 0.00000
10
11 Area Xmin-Xmax Area Precision
12 0.9969972583 2.393475e-09
13 Function min X-Value Function max X-Value
14 4.818208e-05 0.9998690270 1.6230309295 0.4788343081
15 1st Deriv min X-Value 1st Deriv max X-Value
16 -4.669512652 0.8703919515 5.3032815543 0.0872767754
17 2nd Deriv min X-Value 2nd Deriv max X-Value
18 -7.568256016 0.3813375489 -524.6391704 0.0501178757
19
20 Procedure Minimization Iterations
21 LevMarqdt Least Squares 6
22 r2 Coef Det DF Adj r2 Fit Std Err Max Abs Err
23 0.9956407910 0.9956109334 0.0345366300 0.0769087902
24 Source Sum of Squares DF Mean Square F Statistic P>F
25 Regr 119.59676 2 59.798381 50133.7 0.00000
26 Error 0.5236299 439 0.0011927788
27 Total 120.12039 441
Figure F.9: A small variation was observed between MME and the LM method
(∆a =0.02 and ∆b =0.01).
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